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Abstract
Bitcoin served as the catalyst for creating a solution to secure digital transactions without requiring a trusted
third party to be involved. To solve this problem, themechanisms now associated with a Blockchain were con-
ceptualized and implemented to serve as the backbone for the Bitcoin network. More specifically, it was used
as a security toolmaking Bitcoin amore transparent and reliable form of cash, a digital cryptographic currency.
Even tough Bitcoin ended up not fulfilling its intended purpose as a currency, the Blockchain technology has
enabled further avenues for innovation and creativity.
Blockchain has since been used as the backbone for various cryptocurrencies networks. Some implementa-
tions of this technology allow the execution of code, also known as ”smart contracts”. Smart contracts are
executed in an autonomous manner, with no human intervention. These can be used to solve a new set of
problems due to their transparent behavior, lack of human intervention and distributed nature.
Blockchain technology allows the creation of systems that introduce a number of benefits over traditional data
handling used in today’s Healthcare Information Systems. Costs and risks associated with these systems can
be reduced and information can become transparent and trustworthy to all participants.
TheHyperledger Fabric Networkwith true private transactions and advanced securitymechanismswas used to
serve as the basis for the system proposed in this dissertation. Moreover, a client application was also created
that interacts with smart contracts to manipulate the ledger.
Thework discussed in this dissertation shows that a Blockchain systembased onHyperledger Fabric is suitable
for managing patients identity, in Healthcare. Even tough the feature set of this Blockchain is very focused in
privacy and security, some additional measures regarding confidentiality of data had to be implemented. Re-
gardless, a system was built successfully that met the requirements. The implementation of this system would
provide transparency, immutability and additional security for patients andmedical staff alike.
Keywords: Blockchain, Healthcare, Identity, Hyperledger Fabric, Smart Contracts
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Sumário
Gestão de Identidade nos Serviços de Saúde Utilizando Tecnologia Blockchain
A criptomoeda Bitcoin foi essencial para criar uma solução para transacções digitais seguras, sem requerer
a participação de um terceiro interveniente fidedigno para ambas as partes. Para resolver este problema, os
mecanismos que hoje são associados com a tecnologia Blockchain foram concebidos e implementados para
servir comobase para a rede da Bitcoin. Mais especificamente, esta foi utilizada comoummecanismode segu-
rança, de formaa tornar aBitcoinuma formadedinheiromais transparente e estável, umamoeda criptográfica.
Mesmo que a Bitcoin não tenha conseguido cumprir o seu propósito original, a tecnologia Blockchain despo-
letou novas inovações e permitiu maior criatividade.
A Blockchain tem sido, desde então, a base tecnológica de várias criptomoedas. Algumas implementações
desta tecnologia permitemaexecuçãode códigodeuma formaautónomaexactamente como foi programado,
sem intervençãohumana. Habitualmente chamados smart contracts, estespodemserusadospara resolverum
novo conjunto de problemas devido ao seu comportamento transparente, ausência de intervenção humana e
devido à sua natureza distribuida.
A Blockchain é uma tecnologia que permite a criação de sistemas que introduzem um conjunto de beneficios
em relação aos sistemas tradicionais de armazenamento de dados utilizados nos serviços de saúde. Custos e
riscos associados a estes sistemas podem ser reduzidos e a informação pode sermais transparente e fidedigna
para todos os participantes.
A rede Hyperledger Fabric com transacções privadas e mecanismos avançados de segurança foi usada como
base para a criação do sistema proposto nesta dissertação. Adicionalmente, uma aplicação foi criada que usa
smart contracts para manipular o ledger da Blockchain.
O trabalho apresentado nesta dissertaçãomostra que um sistema baseado em Blockchain, neste caso em Hy-
perledger Fabric, é adequado a gerir a identidade de utentes, em organizações prestadoras de cuidados de
saúde. Apesar das funcionalidades apresentadas por esta plataforma serem focadas em privacidade e segu-
rança, algumas medidas adicionais em torno da confidencialidade dos dados tiveram de ser implementadas.
Independentemente disso, o sistema foi construido com sucesso e conseguiu cumprir os requerimentos que
foram definidos. A implementação deste sistema em serviços de saúde traria tranparência, imutabilidade e
segurança adicional para utentes e profissionais de saúde.
Palavras chave: Blockchain, Saúde, Identidade, Hyperledger Fabric, Smart Contracts
xix

1
Introduction
This Chapter introduces the main topics and technologies covered by this dissertation. Healthcare
and its relationship with technology is presented. The current flaws associated with patients identity
datamanagement are described. The Blockchain technology is introduced as a potential solution to
some of these problems.
Theaimof this dissertation is to createa solution formanaging the identity of patients in theHealthcareenviron-
ment by using Blockchain technology, and in turn, evaluate the use of this technology in this specific use case.
Health is intrinsically linked with technology, as new technologies enable safer and better treatments. Nowa-
days, Healthcare organizations store patients data on a digital format. The Electronic Health Record (EHR) is
an abstract concept representing the patients digitally stored clinical data and their identity in a medical and
clinical context.
Standards are an important aspect to take into account when designing an information system because they
allow interoperability betweendifferent organizations. TheHealth Level 7 (HL7) Fast Healthcare Interoperability
Resources (FHIR) standard (see Section 2.4), is beingbuilt primarily by theHealth Level Sevenorganization. Over
the last few years, it has seen a significant growth in usage. It is also an international standardwith partnerships
worldwide. HL7 Portugal is now starting its operations and is building a community to support this standard in
Portugal [Hea17].
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Blockchain is often known as the technology behind the Bitcoin cryptocurrency. Bitcoin depends on two com-
plementary technologies, digital tokens and a Blockchain, that when orchestrated together facilitate trust, im-
mutability and resiliency [Eva16].
ABlockchain runsonanetworkof computers andhasa list of records that are replicatedacross theparticipating
peers. Blockchain, as we know today, was conceptualized as the public ledger 1 for the Bitcoin cryptocurrency
in 2008bySatoshiNakamoto [Nak08]. SatoshiNakamoto is apennameof, a still unknown to this day, individual
or organization of individuals.
Traditional Healthcare databases and architectures are increasingly vulnerable and a target to groups of ma-
licious actors that possess the technical expertise to deny services with Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS)
attacks 2 or cause a data breach 3 [TJR18].
Makingmatters worse other problems spring tomind. The data that comprises the identity of a patient is often
fragmented across multiple Healthcare organizations, in such a way that, to get a true overview of the patients
history and diagnosis there would be a need to merge all the pieces of information stored in data systems that
are hosted in architecturally different Healthcare information systems. Transparency is also a concern, as a
patient does not currently possess the means to track how his medical data is being handled.
As more information becomes available, new insights can be extracted by Healthcare professionals that lead
to an overall improvement of the patients interaction with the Healthcare ecosystem. However, maintaining a
high amount of data secure is a costly and risky matter for every party involved. Security and privacy are a top
concern regarding sensitive data.
This dissertationprovides an insight into thedesign and implementationof aBlockchainbased system forman-
aging the identity of patients in anHealthcare setting and its subsequent evaluation. The creationof this system
and its subsequent evaluation could provide interesting conclusions tomedical staff aswell as patients, regard-
ing its potential implementation and deployment in the field.
In this document, different Blockchain implementations are explored to get an overview of their feature set and
focus. Considering a set of defined requirements a platform is chosen, in order to evaluate the suitability of this
technology in the Healthcare field. More precisely, in Chapter 2, a brief introduction to Blockchain and its most
prominent implementations is presented. The technology is further explored in Chapter 3 and a number of real
world use cases of this technology in the Healthcare field are explored. In Chapter 4 a Blockchain platform is
chosen in order to build a prototype system to evaluate the usability of this technology in the Healthcare field.
Insight is given into the system design and implementation. In Chapter 5, the system is tested and evaluated.
Finally, in Chapter 6 some conclusions are presented and potential future work is discussed.
1A ledger is defined as an object in which items are regularly recorded, originally business activities and money received or
paid, but in reality, it can be used to store any type of record.
2A Distributed Denial of Service attack is an attempt to make an online service unavailable by overwhelming it with traffic
from multiple sources.
3A data breach is the intentional or unintentional release of secure or private/confidential information to an untrusted
environment.
2
Background
This Chapter presents an overview of the Blockchain technology. Some Blockchain implementations
are introduced and categorized. Consensus is introduced as a key aspect of this technology. Fi-
nally, developments in how the Healthcare industry has handled patients identity datamanagement
throughout the years is shown.
While Blockchain is not a new concept at this point, it is an evolving technology that is being used to solve old
problems with new approaches, while at the same time creating new application fields and challenging old
conventions andmethodologies. Blockchain technology is having an environmental and economic impact, as
discussed further in this Chapter.
3
4 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Brief Introduction to Blockchain Technology
Blockchain can be defined as a collection of cryptographic and network technologies orchestrated to work
together. The concept can also be used to refer to the Bitcoin’s Blockchain or refer to forks 1 of the Bitcoin’s
Blockchain called Altchains [Lew15] that share some characteristics but may have different features and pur-
poses. Some forks even improved upon the original premise of the concept, resulting in platforms that allow
execution of code in an autonomous manner, exactly as it was programmed, with no human intervention.
A Blockchain is, generally speaking, a continuously growing list of records being written in the ledger. The
ledger is a structure where all records are written and stored. This structure is constantly replicated across a
network of peers, in opposition to having a single central record history, making it a good example of a dis-
tributed database [Bar17].
The purpose of a Blockchain is to establish trust between different participating parties in a network of dis-
tributed systemswithout the need for a trustedmiddleman [Dre17]. To fulfill this purpose it uses cryptographic
techniques and digital signatures to, not only verify the authenticity of records, but also as a way to manage
read or write access to the network. These, are also used to create proof that a record was written in the ledger
and was never tampered with, creating an immutable history of records.
Unlike a conventional database system running in a server, where only a single entity keeps a copy of the under-
lyingdatabase, the ledger of theBlockchain is constantly replicatedacross anynumberof participatingnodes in
the network, making it a distributed system by design [Lew15]. Depending on the Blockchain implementation,
not every participant has the same ability to interact with the ledger and in this respect a Blockchain can be
permissionless or permissioned. Generally speaking, in a permissionless Blockchain every node of the network
can write to the ledger, whereas in a permissioned Blockchain only a select group of entities have writing ac-
cess to the ledger. The permissioned alternative is secure by default if the entities who participate the network
are considered secure and trustworthy, for example, through a chain of trust similar to Domain Name Systems
digital certification schema [Lew15, VS17].
But then, howdoes a permissionless Blockchainmaintain security if every participant in the network has access
to writing on it, including potentially malicious parties? Given that participating nodes in a public network can
belong to different and often competing parties, there is no implied trust between them. Blockchain provides a
mechanism to ensure the integrity of the ledger and prevent maliciousmeddling from interested parties, while
at the same time, avoiding the need for a central authority [Bar17]. For example, the Bitcoin Blockchain uses
a peer-to-peer network and manages to avoid the requirement of a third party being involved in a financial
transaction such as a financial institution or a middle man, in order to see it through [Nak08].
Themechanismemployedby theBlockchain to solve this problem is called consensus. Even though consensus
mechanisms can behave vastly different, depending on its implementation and purpose, they are at the core, a
solution to create immutability and ensure resiliency and transparency by ensuring themajority of the network
agrees upon the sequence of events. For example, in the Bitcoin’s Blockchain case, consensus is reached by
the longest chain rule where the longest chain of blocks not only serves as proof of the sequence of events
witnessed, but as proof that it came from the largest pool of computing power. This is due to the fact that the
Bitcoin’s Blockchain uses a Proof-of-Work consensus algorithm that relies on brute force to solve a complex
mathematical puzzle, making the longest chain of blocks the one with the most computing power behind it
and therefore agreed upon by themajority of the network [Baa16, Woo17], making that chain themost likely to
be the one that represents the sequence of events witnessed.
1In this context, a fork is a condition whereby the state of the Blockchain diverges into one or more valid paths forward,
where a part of the network has a different perspective than a different part of the network. The fork can be either with
regards to a network’s transaction history or a new rule in deciding what makes a transaction valid. Since a fork can create a
chain with different rules a new Blockchain variation can be created.
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There have been however, environmental and economic reasons to replace Proof-of-Work consensus algo-
rithms. Nowadays the cryptocurrency mining, forms a billion United States Dollar industry with an estimated
consumption of 288 megawatts in 2017 and in 2016, 70% of the Bitcoin’s computational power was located in
China [d’A17]. Unfortunately, the vastmajority of electricity in the country is producedbyburning coal, resulting
in one of the biggest carbon footprints in the world. In response to this environmental and eventual economic
concern over the sustainability of themining incentives, there have been a few alternative algorithms that have
eventually appeared. Proof-of-Stake, for example, is a consensus algorithm that was first suggested on the Bit-
cointalk forum on July 11, 2011 [For11]. It is currently in use in various currencies as their consensus algorithm
and the first digital currency to use this method was Peercoin in 2012.
Rather than requiring the peers to perform a certain amount of computational work, a Proof-of-Stake system
requires the validators to showownershipof a certain amount of currency. Anyparticipatingpeer in thenetwork
can become a validator by sending a special type of transaction that locks some of their currency in a deposit,
defined as the stake. The creator of a new block is chosen in a deterministic way, depending on its wealth
and other factors, determined by the specific Proof-of-Stake implementation. Validators then participate in the
process of creating and agreeing to new blocks. Proof-of-Stake based consensus algorithms have proven to be
difficult to implement [But14], leading some Blockchain platforms to consider implementing amix of Proof-of-
Work and Proof-of-Stake algorithms.
In the case of a permissioned Blockchain implementation, interactions are made among a set of known, iden-
tified participants who have a common goal, but do not fully trust each other. By relying on the identities of
peers, a permissioned Blockchain can use a more traditional Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) consensus algo-
rithm [SBV18, Wik18a].
While the Blockchain, we now know today, was conceptualized as the public ledger for the Bitcoin cryptocur-
rency in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto and implemented in 2009, many are now using it as a foundation across a
variety of application areas such as traceability, asset management and Healthcare [SWP16].
2.2 Blockchain as a Platform
Due to Bitcoin getting extensivemedia coverage, the average public awareness in cryptocurrencies is shown to
be rising [Bov17]. While Blockchain is used as a means to increase the resiliency of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency
network frommalicious parties, a token is used to represent the coin.
Just like a Euro, it has no value by itself, it only has value because we agree to trade goods and services in
exchange for a higher amount of the currency under our control andwe believe others will do the same [D’A16].
Through the years Blockchain has evolved to be capable of being an independent development platform using
the token as a means to reward those who maintain the consensus by spending electricity and computation
power in the network. In some networks, Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric for example, one can build upon
the network to create Decentralized Applications2 (Ðapps) that allow logic to be executed in an autonomous
manner [Woo17].
In the same manner that the Bitcoin Blockchain can be seen as an adding machine, the Ethereum and Hyper-
ledger Fabric Blockchain (see Section 2.3) can be seen as computers able to execute programs designed for
it [Woo15].
2In this thesis context, Decentralized Applications are applications that run on a peer to peer network of computers rather
than a single computer. They are a type of software program designed to exist on a network or multiple networks in a way
that is not controlled by any single entity. Decentralized applications consist of the whole package, from backend to frontend.
The smart contract is only the backend of these type of applications.
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Ethereum is anopen-sourceplatformbasedon theBlockchain technology that enables developers tobuild and
deploy Ðapps. Ethereum is being developed by the Ethereum Foundation and was first discussed by Buterin
in 2013. Ethereum intends to provide a Blockchain with a built-in programming language that is used to create
smart contracts [Woo17], defined in the following paragraphs. Many Blockchain implementations nowadays
use this concept.
A Blockchain that supports Bitcoin style transactions enables asset transfers between parties that do not trust
each other. A Blockchain that supports smart contracts however, takes this further and allows for multi-step
interactions to occur between mutually distrustful parties. Nick Szabo introduced this concept in 1994 [CD16]
and defined a smart contract as ”a computerized transaction protocol that executes the terms of a contract”.
Smart contracts can translate contractual clauses into a piece of code, embedding it into property hardware,
or software that can self-enforce these. Smart contracts are designed in order to minimize the need for trusted
intermediaries between transacting parties, as well as, the occurrence of malicious or accidental exceptions.
In a Blockchain, smart contracts are scripts that describe the logical backend of a Decentralized application
and are stored on the Blockchain where they execute as “autonomous agents” and where they can be instan-
tiated and invoked as needed after achieving consensus. Since they reside on the network, they have a unique
address. A smart contract is invoked by addressing a transaction to it. It then executes independently and au-
tomatically in a prescribedmanner, according to the data that was included in the invoking transaction. Smart
contracts allow general purpose computations on the chain. Smart contracts offer an abstract layer of interac-
tionwith the ledger, doing awaywith a required background in coding cryptography andmathematics, in order
to program Blockchain applications [Woo17, Blo17a].
The Ethereum Blockchain is a permissionless Blockchain, and thus, it must have a consensus mechanism to
ensure the validation process of every record and, in turn, ensure resiliency and immutability. While other im-
plementations of the Blockchain have different consensusmechanics, in Ethereum’s case, all participants have
to reach consensus over the order of all transactions that have taken place. If a definitive order cannot be es-
tablished then a double-spend 3 might have occurred and the transaction is rejected [Woo17].
2.3 Blockchain for Enterprise
Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) is part of the Hyperledger project started in December 2015 by the Linux Foundation.
It is an open-source developer-focused community with the common goal of advancing the development of
enterprise-grade, open-sourceBlockchain-based solutions. Fabric is an implementationof aDistributedLedger
Platform (DLP) under the Hyperledger umbrella [Cac16].
Hyperledger Fabric’s initial commit was contributed by IBM and written in the Go programming language. It
is a permissioned Blockchain and its main design goal was to surpass previous Blockchain implementation
limitations, such as, lack of true private transactions and confidential contracts.
These goals are achieved thanks to assigning peers in the network three distinct roles and by offering the ability
to create channels each with its own private ledger. A peer has the role of endorser, committer or consenter or
multiple roles. Hyperledger Fabric is intendedas a foundation for developing applications in amodular fashion,
opting for a plug-and-play approach to its various components as well as its consensus mechanism [Hyp17b].
3Double-spending is a potential flaw in a digital cash scheme in which the same single digital token can be spent more than
once. This is possible because a digital token consists of a digital file that can be duplicated or falsified. As with counterfeit
money, such double-spending leads to inflation by creating a new amount of fraudulent currency that did not previously exist.
This devalues the currency relative to other monetary units, and diminishes user trust as well as the circulation and retention
of the currency.
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Hyperledger Fabric, as discussed, also allows the creation of smart contracts. Fabric’s key operational require-
ment is privacy, featuring true private transactions and confidential contracts. As such it fits in a business envi-
ronment where sensitive informationmust be handledwith care and disclosed on a case by case basis. Thanks
to its modular approach, consensus protocols are no longer hard-coded and trust models can be repurposed,
for example using Hyperledger Burrow.
Hyperledger Burrow is also part of the Hyperledger project and its development started in 2014 by Monax and
sponsoredby Intel. It is a permissionable smart contractmachinewritten inGoandoffers amodular Blockchain
client with a permissioned smart contract interpreter built, in part, to the specification of the Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM) with the client having, essentially, three main components, the consensus engine, the permis-
sioned EVM and the Remote Procedure Call gateway [KMBD17, Hyp17a].
Hyperledger Burrow has its own Consensus Engine, the Byzantine fault-tolerant Tendermint protocol. The Ten-
dermint protocol is an open-source effort that allows high performance in solving the consensus problem and
also has a flexible interface for building arbitrary applications above the consensus, as well as, a suite of tools
for deployments and their management [Buc16].
Hyperledger Indy is an open-source distributed ledger, purpose-built for decentralized identity. Indy uses a
modified version of Redundant Byzantine Fault Tolerance called Plenum. Indy provides tools, libraries, and
reusable components for creating and using independent digital identities distributed ledgers. Indy provides a
software ecosystem where the users are in charge of decisions about their own privacy and disclosure of such
information. Indy can be used to define connection contracts, revocation and curated reputation, for example.
Hyperledger Indy was not used in this thesis as it was at the time in incubation phase. Documentation was
lacking and the platform was not feature complete. With this said, Hyperledger Indy could be used as future
work, as explained on Section 6.2.
The first network built on Indy was deployed on July 31, 2017, running version 1.0 of Indy. The Indy Software
Development Kit (SDK) was released in August of the same year. The SDK supports common programming
languages like Python, Java, Go, Node.js and Rust for interacting with the Indy ledger, running as Sovrin. iOS
support for Indy is mature, and Android support is planned. Institutions currently have several incentives to
adopt a solution similar to Indy, one being regulation. GDPR, and other legal requirements are forcing compa-
nies to adopt some measures in how they handle data pertaining to their clients and employees. Privacy and
user data control standards are being demanded by governments and institutional organizations worldwide.
2.4 Developments in Healthcare
Records of a patient were originally stored in paper, a physical format. Thanks to the advent of the comput-
ers more and more records are stored on a digital format and the Electronic Health Record (EHR) was cre-
ated [Mar17]. The digitalization of this data benefits handling of information between the patient and themed-
ical professionals andmedical institutions[ONC17].
But what is defined as identity? Identity is a construct that depends on the context. Identity is often defined as
the characteristics determining who or what something is. In this thesis context, identity is defined as the set of
characteristics that determine who a patient is, in the given Healthcare ecosystem they belong to, such as the
name, the age, the cellphone number, the gender and the birth date of the patient.
Electronic Health Records encapsulate this information in digital format. Unfortunately, they are usually rep-
resented in a format according to the Information System they were designed to work with, meaning that they
are not created according to any established standard. The increasing limitations of paper-based records, the
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potential benefits of Electronic Health Records and the acknowledged challenges of delivering these in practice
have stimulated a considerable investment in research and development of this solution. Between 1991 and
1998 the European Union provided considerable direct funding support to related research projects [Kal06].
To enable interoperability, standards for EHRwere sought after and considerable researchhas beenundertaken
since 1996 to develop architecture formalisms to capture Healthcare data comprehensively, however, many of
themhave hadno significant adoption, failing to bring themuchneeded consensus [EAR+06] thatwas required
for enabling interoperability between different Information Systems in Healthcare institutions.
Healthcare professionals increasingly require access to detailed and complete health records in order to man-
age a safe and effective delivery of their care service, as well as, being able to share this information with their
team in an efficient way. Patients nowadays should also be able to access their own information to an extent
that allows them to play an active role in themanagement of their health related data. These requirements are
becoming increasingly urgent as the focus of Healthcare delivery shifts progressively from specialist centres to
community settings and to the patient’s personal environment.
Health Level 7 organization has donemuchwork to be recognized internationally and their standard for Health-
care data interoperability is being implemented in many countries to allow for joint efforts between medical
and clinical institutions. As of 2017, HL7 has an official presence in 34 countries such as United Kingdom, Spain,
France, Germany, Russia and China [Org16]. The organization has been keen on expanding their standard in-
ternationally as work continues on official adoption in other countries. Adding to this, HL7 has been providing
several events and discussion meetings, as well as, developing its learning ecosystem in the form of certifi-
cations and web streams, for example. In 2017, HL7 has partnered with the Health Services Platform Consor-
tium [Con18], composed ofmore than a dozen clinical professional societies, committing resources for creating
and testing clinical datamodels and thus beginning to lay a semantic foundation for achieving interoperability.
There is a greater need for digital security solutions, as the amount of data grows in a connected age, where
access to the world wide web is easily available and every device is part of the Internet of Things [Wik18b].
Various industries and the general public are becoming interested in solutions to solve problems in this field.
Blockchain started as a security solution and is now laying the foundation for a change in the underlying flow
of our economic and social systems [Zag18, Mar18, Lon18]. Some companies have already started developing
Blockchain applications in the Healthcare field and established some key partnerships.
Guardtime has fully deployed their system in 2008, started cooperating in 2011 and in 2016 announced a part-
nership with the Estonian Government, where amillion patient records are now secured by the system. Guard-
time uses a system that shares the same background as the Bitcoin but is not based on Bitcoin. The Keyless
Signature Infrastructure system [Tec18] proves the resilience of Blockchain related concepts, as well as, other
advances in cryptography. Large companies like Verizon are becoming interested in Blockchain technology for
their own purposes [Gua18, Est16].
Another company, Gem, is collaborating with Phillips Healthcare to explore options in this area[Pri16], and is
opting to solve the interoperability problem with an additional layer of abstraction they call GemOS [Gem18].
Factom, another Blockchain-based service, has also announced a partnershipwith amajor USmedical services
provider HealthNautica [Blo17b, Fac17].
In 2018, a platform calledMedichainwas introduced. This platform is also based on Blockchain technology and
it allows patients to store their own data in a secure way and give anonymized access to this data to specialists.
Giving data rewards users with tokens that represent value [Med18], effectively allowing patients to knowingly
monetize their Healthcare data.
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Even though many Blockchain based solutions are still very early on development or deployment and many
projects do not actuallymaterialize, the disruption potential of this technology is clear. All over the worldmany
efforts are being made to regulate the high amount of data that is being generated by digital services.
For example, in the EuropeanUnion (EU), the EUGeneral Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is officially in effect
as of May 25, 2018. The aim of this regulation is to protect all EU citizens from privacy and data breaches in an
increasingly data-driven world that is vastly different from when the preceding 1995 directive was established.
GDPRdefines a set of points that organizations and enterprisesmust comply regarding the handling of personal
data. Since GDPR is a regulation, not a directive, it does not require national governments to pass any enabling
legislation and is directly binding and applicable. A violator of this regulationmay be fined up to 20million € or
up to 4% of the annual worldwide turnover of the preceding financial year in case of an enterprise, whichever
is greater. Although the key principles of data privacy still hold true to the previous 1995 directive, terms of us-
age as well as consent to use data has become more clear to the user of a data-driven service. Therefore, any
solution proposed in the Healthcare field must also take this legal landscape into consideration which may be
a problem. One of the key features of Blockchain is immutability whichmeans that data, oncewritten, is impos-
sible to delete or tamper with. This causes a practical clash between this technology and the regulation, even
tough they both are aligned in ideological concepts as both seek to return control of data usage and handling
to their rightful owners. With this in mind it becomes clear that to comply with this regulation some additional
steps need to be taken by this technology or eventual amendments need to be added to the regulation.

3
Blockchain: A Practical Overview andUse Cases
This Chapter presents a more technical overview of the Blockchain technology. A more in-depth ex-
ploration of the Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric platform characteristics is also shown. Smart con-
tracts and use cases of this technology in Healthcare are also shown.
As discussed in Chapter 2, Blockchain implementations are an emerging structure for distributed computing
systems that provide an immutable history of records written to a ledger, even when there is no implicit trust
relationship between the parties involved [Bar17]. The origin of this technology can be traced back to the real-
ization that full centralization should be avoided in critical services.
3.1 Trust in a Network
Banks used to keep track of their financial transactions bywriting on a book usually located at the central bank.
This book was often called ledger. Whenever a transaction occurred someone wrote the record of the transac-
tion on the book, permanently adding information to the book. In short, the ledger acts as a permanent mean
of storing all the transaction details between the bank and other entities.
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Nowadays, banks do not use the ledger in a book format. Instead, the ledger is the structure that holds all
transaction information the bank possesses. It is a structure that keeps the original purpose of recording all the
transactions that are made.
Imagine the following situation, Bob is on vacation and needs to borrow money from Alice, his wife. Bob calls
Alice to ask for somemoney and Alice tells him it will send themoney right away. Alice then proceeds to use her
homebanking system to transfer some of her money to Bob. Finally Alice calls Bob to tell him that she made
the request to send money to him. As seen on Figure 3.1 Bob and Alice need to use and trust the the bank as a
middle man in order to complete this transaction. If the bank was ever to be unavailable, the bank’s database
was corrupted or if someone with privileged access was able to intercept the transactions from inside the bank
then all transactions between Bob and Alice would fail creating additional costs to all parties involved.
Figure 3.1: A comparison between a Centralized Banking System and a Distributed Ledger. (Source: Fi-
nance & Development, 2016)
For a long time it was necessary, to establish trust between two entities, a middle-man with a neutral stake.
While the ledger is also at the coreof theBlockchain, this technology aims to solve thedependencyplacedupon
third parties using decentralization and aims to make two different entities trust each other through constant
replication of the ledger, a security mechanism called consensus.
For example, in theBitcoin’s Blockchain case, Alice initializes this process in theBlockchain by signing a transac-
tion that describes some of her money is being sent to Bob’s digital wallet address. The transaction is placed in
a pool of unconfirmed transactions and broadcasted to every node. Every 10 minutes a miner 1 solves a hash2
problem, collects some of these unconfirmed transactions, packages them in a block and broadcasts that he
found the solution. The output of the hash function is easily verified, and every miner confirms if the block is
considered valid. If consensus is reached by the nodes, the block is added to the Blockchain (written in the
ledger) and the new state is persisted on all peers through replication of the ledger. At this point the transac-
tion is confirmed, requiring no middle man to ensure the transaction is trustworthy and valid. The transaction
authentication process is shown on Figure 3.2
1Bitcoin miners help keep the Bitcoin network secure by approving transactions and then writing in the Blockchain ledger.
In a Proof-of-Work consensus based Blockchain, like Bitcoin, miners use special software and hardware to solve complex
mathematical problems and are issued a certain number of Bitcoins in exchange, if a solution is found, as an incentive to
mining.
2A cryptographic hash function allows one to easily verify that some input data maps to a given hash value. However, if
the input data is unknown, it is deliberately difficult to reconstruct it by knowing the stored hash value. The cryptograhic
puzzle that miners need to solve is to find an input value, often called nonce, that produces an output hash value that satisfies
a defined condition by the mining software.
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Figure 3.2: Bitcoin Transaction Authentication Process (Source: Adil Moujahid, 2018)
While consensushas a systemperformance impact due to thenecessary replicationof data andwasteful energy
and computing power in the mining process, it is a mechanism that establishes a set of rules that defines if
a sequence of transactions is considered valid. Different Blockchain implementations often use a variety of
consensus protocols to balance this trade-off.
3.2 Permissionless and Permissioned Blockchain Implementations
There are three types of computer systems, as seen on Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: A comparison between different types of computing systems. (Source: Eric Grange, 2016)
Put simply, a centralized system isone that is governedbyahierarchical authority, for example, banksandcredit
card companies. If one wants to use a Visa card, one must request access from Visa and be approved. At any
time the access to that line of credit and associated funds may be made unavailable and access permanently
revoked [Dre18].
In contrast, distributed systems are based upon the philosophy that processing is shared acrossmultiple nodes
even if the decisions themselves may still be centralized and use complete system state knowledge of the net-
work. Finally, a decentralized system is one where no single node can make a decision individually, instead
relying on the other participants to reach an agreement andmake a decision, as no single node has a complete
system state knowledge. With this in mind, a decentralized system is seen as a subset of a distributed system.
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A Blockchain is a distributed by design. However there are two major implementation categories as discussed
briefly on Chapter 2.
Permisionless Blockchain implementations were the first to appear and while some industries saw benefits
in using the technology, some saw drawbacks to adopting it in enterprise-grade systems [Gop16] due to this
unregulated nature. They do have some advantages however compared to traditional systems.
Permisionless Blockchain implementations, like the Bitcoin’s and Ethereum’s Blockchain for example, have
no barrier to entry. This means that anyone can, in theory, participate in the network, write into it as a result
of mining and store data in the ledger sharing the work needed to maintain the network. Permisionless im-
plementations have some strengths. These are completely open and transactions are transparent while also
being able to offer anonymity or pseudo-anonymity. They also take away the need for system administrators or
central servers since thenetwork is basedexclusively onpeer-to-peer technology anddecisions aremadeby ev-
ery participant, creating reduced costs to maintain and deploy Decentralized applications. On the other hand,
these implementations are slower than traditional systems because every nodemust participate in consensus
creating an overhead before a transaction is considered verified. Due to this there is also a time cost associ-
ated because of the need towait until verification of the transaction. They operate without clear legal rules and
are trust-free, meaning that there is no responsible entity if data loss or damages affect systems based on this
implementation.
PermissionedBlockchain implementations have someclear advantages for enterprise. They are faster because
consensus is done by a set of nodes instead of the entire network, can fall back on the legal system because it
features an identity service. This means the platform is auditable and that there is a legal responsible entity or
entities thatmanage the network. However, when compared to the permissionless variant, costs are higher due
to having the need for a system administrator and servers tomanage the network, featuring a privatemember-
shipmeaning that they are closed to the general public andmanaged by a set of entities and are a compromise
between the original vision of a completely decentralized network and enterprise needs and concerns.
Enterprises benefit greatly from the immutability of the Blockchain architecture, in that all records cannot be
changed. By adding authorized identity services onto Blockchain, they can meet the regulatory needs of their
industries, by allowing thenetwork tobeauditable andassets to be traceable, falling back to lawsor regulations
if a dispute between participating entities occurs [Bar17].
3.3 A Decentralized Open Platform - Ethereum
Ethereum is a permissionless Blockchain implementation. It is a platform that lets anyone build and use de-
centralized applications commonly named Ðapps. It is an open-source project developed primarily by the
Ethereum Foundation and was designed to be adaptable and flexible, in contrast to Bitcoin’s Blockchain that
only records financial transactions [Com16], as discussed in Section 2.2.
It features a friendly programming language called Solidity that is influenced by C++, Python and Javascript. It
is designed to allow an easyway for developers to create new applications on the Ethereumplatformwith code
of arbitrary algorithmic complexity in a turing complete language. Smart Contract application code targets the
EthereumVirtualMachine (EVM), presented shortly, and is thendeployed to theBlockchain via a local Ethereum
node [Woo17, Bar17].
At the heart of Ethereum is the Ethereum Virtual Machine, as seen on Figure 3.4. Ethereum also includes a
peer-to-peer network protocol, as does any Blockchain. The EthereumBlockchain database is maintained and
updated by many nodes connected to the network. Each and every node of the network runs the EVM and
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executes the same instructions in order to maintain consensus across the entire Blockchain. Decentralized
consensus gives Ethereum a high degree of fault tolerance, ensures zero downtime, andmakes data stored on
the Blockchain forever unchangeable and censorship-resistant [Com16].
Figure 3.4: A diagram of where the Ethereum Virtual Machine fits into the Ethereum Platform (Original:
Vaibhav Saini, 2018)
Users must pay a small transaction fee to the network each time they execute a transaction. This protects the
EthereumBlockchain from frivolous ormalicious computational tasks, like DistributedDenial of Service attacks
or an infinite loop in smart contract logic. The sender of a transaction must pay for each step of the “program”
they activated, including computation and memory storage. These fees are paid in amounts of Ethereum’s
native value-token, ether, and then these transaction fees are collected by the nodes that validate the net-
work commonly called miners. Miners are nodes in the network that receive, propagate, verify, and execute
transactions. Ethereum currently uses a Proof-of-Work based consensus algorithm but plans to change to a
Proof-of-Stake based algorithm due to environmental and financial concerns as well as reduced centralization
risks [Com16, Ray18].
Ethereumhas a live production network called “mainnet” available for any developer to deploy applications to,
as well as three test networks. ”Ropsten” is based on a Proof-of-Work algorithm while ”Rinkeby” and ”Kovan”
are based on Proof of Authority 3. All of these are publicly available and free to use [Bar17, Ken18].
3In Proof of Authority based networks, transactions and blocks are validated by approved accounts, known as validators.
Validators run software allowing them to put transactions in blocks. The process is automated and does not require validators
to be constantly monitoring their computers. It does, however, require maintaining the authority node uncompromised.
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Ethereum has had some unforeseen problems along the way, namely the Digital Decentralized Autonomous
Organization heist where a hacker took advantage of a bug in a smart contract to steal a great sumofmoney re-
quiring a hard fork of the network to a point before the incident [Lei17]. Also, with Ethereum frequently reaching
full transaction capacity, scaling solutions are the next big investment and focus [Kum18].
There are a few proposed solutions by Buterin. For example, sharding is a solution that aims to avoid every
node processing all data in order to verify and process a transaction. When transactions are initiated they will
not bedirected to all the nodesbutwould insteadonly bedirected to thosedependingon the shard in question.
Another solution is off chain computation where a layer apart from the Blockchain is created and where all
the computation or solving of a complex mathematical equation takes place. This would not only take the
load off the Ethereum Blockchain but also help decrease the cost of transaction verification and processing.
This mechanism would ensure that the tasks that account for slower transaction speeds on the Ethereum’s
Blockchain do not affect the whole network. Finally, to avoid every node having the need to download the
entirety of the Blockchain’s data, the complete picture can be stored on cloud and each node only has to store
and load relevant data [But18].
3.4 A Permissioned Distributed Ledger Platform - Hyperledger Fabric
As discussed in Section 2.3, Hyperledger Fabric is a platform for distributed ledger solutions featuring a modu-
lar architecture. It provides developers with a permissioned platform targeted at business and enterprise use
cases that supports pluggable implementations of different components to accommodate the complexity and
intricacies that exist across the economic ecosystem. It is an open source project initially committed by IBM
and established under the Linux Foundation, being developed by over 44 organizations and more than 250
members [Hyp17b, Hyp18].
It supports the creation of smart contracts, commonly called chaincode in Fabric, that are authored in general-
purpose programming languages such as Java, Go and Node.js rather than constrained domain specific lan-
guages.
Chaincode in Fabric consists of two components. The code itself, which describes the logic of the program
running in the execution phase, and the endorsement policy that describes how a specific chaincode trans-
action is validated. For example, a typical endorsement policy lets the chaincode specify the endorsers for a
transaction in the form of a set of peers that are necessary for endorsement and subsequent successful valida-
tion [ABB+18]. Chaincode runs in a container isolated from the peer process which consented its installation
providing additional control over information dissemination.
At the heart of Fabric is the permissioned distributed ledger that provides a way to secure the interactions
among a group of entities that have a common goal but which may not fully trust each other. By relying on
the identities of the participants, a permissioned ledger platform can use a more traditional Crash Fault Toler-
ant or Byzantine Fault Tolerant consensus protocols that do not require mining or an associated currency in
order to achieve consensus.
Fabric introduces the execute-order-validate Blockchain architecture as shown on Figure 3.5 and does not fol-
low the standard order-execute design illustrated on Figure 3.6 [ABB+18]. In this architecture, a client sends
transactions to the peers specified by the endorsement policy. Each transaction is then executed and the out-
put is recorded. After execution, transactions enter the ordering phase. An ordered sequence of transactions
grouped into blocks are produced using the consensus mechanism. Then, these blocks are broadcast to all
peers. Fabric orders the transaction outputs computed during the execution phase. Each peer then validates
state changesaccording to theendorsementpolicy and theconsistencyof theexecution in the validationphase.
All peers validate the transactions in the same order and validation is deterministic. In this sense, Fabric intro-
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Figure 3.5: Execute-order-validate architecture of Fabric (Source: IBM, 2018)
ducesanovel hybrid replicationparadigm in theByzantinemodel [ABB+18]. Thismodel combinespassive repli-
cation, which is the pre-consensus computation of state updates, with active replication, the post-consensus
validation of execution results and state changes.
Figure 3.6: Order-execute architecture in Replicated Services Like Ethereum (Source: IBM, 2018)
On theother hand, theorder-executearchitecture is conceptually simple, leading it tobecurrentlywidely imple-
mented in replicated services suchasBlockchain. In this architecture the transactionsareexecutedsequentially
on all peers which limits the maximum number of simultaneous transactions that can be achieved. Addition-
ally a Denial of Service attack can be mounted just by deploying a slow performing smart contract or one with
an infinite loop to the network since the Blockchain forms a distributed computing engine. To cope with this
issue, public programmable Blockchains with an associated cryptocurrency, account for the execution cost of
executing of the program.
In Fabric all nodes that participate in the network have an identity, as provided by a modular Membership Ser-
vice Provider (MSP). A MSP is a component that aims to offer the abstraction of a membership operation archi-
tecture meaning that all identities are only allowed to participate if verified to be considered trustworthy. The
MSP maintains the identities of all nodes in the system and is responsible for issuing credentials that are used
for node authentication and authorization. A MSP may define their own notion of identity, and the rules by
which those identities are governed and authenticated using signature generation and verification [Hyp17b].
Fabric also assigns different roles to peers. Nodes in Fabric network can have one or more, of these three roles:
• Clients submit transaction proposals for execution, help orchestrate the execution phase, and broadcast
transactions for ordering.
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• Peers execute transaction proposals and validate transactions. All peers maintain the ledger, where all
transactions are recorded in the form of a hash chain, as well as the state, a succinct representation of
the latest ledger state. Not all peers execute all transactions.
• Ordering Service Nodes or orderers are the nodes that collectively form the ordering service. In short,
the ordering service establishes the total order of all transactions in Fabric, where each transaction con-
tains state updates and dependencies computed during the execution phase, along with cryptographic
signatures of the endorsing peers defined in the endorsing policy of the transaction. Orderers are en-
tirely unaware of the application state, and do not participate in the execution nor in the validation of
transactions. This design choice renders consensus in Fabric as modular as possible and simplifies the
replacement of consensus protocols in Fabric.
Looking ahead, Hyperledger Fabric will continue to focus on privacy and confidentiality with v1.2 being recently
released, v1.3 and 1.4 expected to be out this year with further emphasis on these aspects in a regular quarterly
cadence [Gut18].
3.5 An Overview of Blockchain Platforms
In this sectionabrief comparison ismadebetween theplatforms introduced in thisChapter. As seen inTable 3.1,
different Blockchain implementations have different characteristics and focus.
Characteristics Bitcoin Ethereum Fabric
Permission Restrictions Permissionless Permissionless Permissioned
Access to Data Public Public or Private Private
Consensus Proof-of-Work Proof-of-Work (Ethash) Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerant
Governance Low, decentralized
decision making by
community/miners
Medium, core developer
group, community im-
provement proposals
Low, open-governance
model based on Linux
model
Native Currency Yes, Bitcoin Yes, Ether No
Scripting Limited possibility Turing-complete virtual
machine, Solidity DSL
language
Turing-complete scripting
chaincode, multiple general
purpose language support
Focus Financial Transac-
tions
General Purpose Enterprise Focused
Table 3.1: Characteristics Comparison between Bitcoin, Ethereum and Fabric.
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Designing and Building the System
This Chapter describes the requirements for a system built upon Blockchain technology. The require-
ments where chosen in order to create a system that is interesting to an organization while still re-
specting the patients data access rights. Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric advantages and disad-
vantages were weighted for this use case. Finally, insight into the design and implementation of the
system is given.
The goal of this dissertation is to create a solution tomanage the identity of patients in an Healthcare organiza-
tion by conceptualizing, implementing and evaluating a Blockchain based system that fulfils this role. In order
to fulfill this goal, the development part of thework described in this dissertationwas primarily divided into four
steps with each step building upon the previous ones. The development workflow spans the conceptualization
and its associated challenges and ends in the implementation of said system.
4.1 First Step - Defining Requirements and Choosing a Platform
After investigating the variousBlockchainplatforms somecriteriawasneeded to serve as reference. As such, the
first step consisted in defining a set of key points that the built system had to fulfill. Defining the requirements
proved helpful to choose the most appropriate platform for the objectives as explained later.
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4.1.1 Requirement Definition
The requirements for this work were deemed to be as follows:
I. The systemmust allow a patient to opt into the network and register as a participant.
II. The systemmust allow a patient to record his medical data under the approval of an administrator.
III. The systemmust keep data confidential, transparent and have high availability.
IV. The system must provide the patient with the ability to share his data with another entity, for example
sharing information with a doctor.
V. The systemmust allow the deletion of a patient’s data in somemanner, if he wishes to do so, in order to
comply with European privacy laws, discussed in Section 2.4.
These requirements were chosen in order to create a system that is interesting to an organization while still
respecting the patients data and their access right to it.
After defining the requirements it was necessary to choose the Blockchain platform that best fulfils these re-
quirements.
4.1.2 Choosing a Platform
Even though Blockchain platforms normally originate from the realization that full centralization has major
drawbacks, they often have different goals. These translate into architectural differences and different develop-
ment focuses. These range from open networks, such as Ethereum which anyone can join and use, to permis-
sioned distributed ledgers, which can be run publicly or privately but are only open to access and participation
through a membership service, such as Hyperledger Fabric and Hyperledger Indy.
Ethereum has a growing learning ecosystem and community. It is easy to start interacting with the network as
anyone is able to simply download a client and connect to it. Thanks to the Solidity (see Section 3.3) smart
contract language being targeted for the specific purpose of authoring smart contracts it only allows for a de-
terministic program to be written, thus avoiding potential conflicts in the execution of these, for example, in
the production network. Since Solidity is a Domain Specific Language it is platform easy to develop for since it
provides a well thought out and well organized documentation with an easy to use library of operations.
Ethereum is being used in a great deal of projects around the world proving its stability and suitability in a wide
variety of use cases. On the other hand, handling patients medical data is a great responsibility due to the
private and personal nature of this data. Also hospitals and Healthcare clinics must obey the regulatory laws
regarding privacy and usage of this data.
It is also worth noting that while Ethereum can handle private data exchange by building upon it, as shown by
Barclay in his dissertation, it was not designedwith this intent inmind, therefore thesemiddle ground solutions
can prove to be unwise to use at scale given Ethereum’s and the whole Blockchain’s ecosystem past problems
with scalability.
Fabric, like Ethereum, was built with the intention of being a general purpose use Blockchain. It provides de-
velopers with the tools needed to build any system they can imagine. The latter is clearly focused on making
organizations feel more at ease by being auditable. It is auditable because it offers an identity service by using
a membership service provider and a private certificate authority that emits certificates specific for the Fabric
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network. These concerns allow this platform to avoid the same fate Internet of Things devices have had in the
Healthcare field [TFH17] where the lack of security regulations and ambiguity in how data was being collected
by these devices has limited their usage andprevented thewidespread usage of these devices in theHealthcare
field.
Fabric also has a good amount of development tools that are nowmaturing and a good learning environment
with ample documentation about every aspect important for a developer looking to get started into it. Fabric is
being backedby the Linux Foundation and IBM, lending credibility to the project and ensuring that this platform
is supported and developed into the foreseeable future, as it is being governed by a diverse technical steering
committee andbyadiverse set ofmaintainers frommultiple organizations. In regards toperformance, the focus
in this area is clear, as the Hyperledger community has appointed a Performance and Scale working group to
improve performance as well being tasked to implement benchmarking framework for Hyperledger projects
called Hyperledger Caliper [Org17].
Regarding Fabric’s features, it lends itself very well to fulfill the project requirements. Fabric’s channels and
private data segregation at peer level make a clear statement that privacy is important in this platform, which
is in line with the requirements that were laid out for the work described in this dissertation. It is also worth
noting thatmany upcoming Blockchain based projects in theHealthcare field are using permissioned networks
due to these same concerns regarding the patients privacy while retaining the key benefits of Blockchain such
as immutability and decentralization. The fact that Fabric has no associated currency also means there is no
required mining incentives to maintain the network, even tough it does require some additional infrastructure
to set up the network, leading to a higher initial investment in a solution based on this platform.
Both are very interesting platforms, but ultimately it was decided to use Hyperledger Fabric as the platform
on which to build upon. This decision was taken in part because Fabric was purpose built for a very regulated
environment and is focused on privacy and scalability which are required in the Healthcare field. Also, this
technology is relatively recent and there is still a great lack of knowledge available to the general public, making
it a more interesting choice from an theoretical standpoint.
4.2 Hyperledger Fabric Components and Administration
After selecting Hyperledger Fabric as the work platform, it became necessary to understand in further detail
what are themain components that form a network and the tools available tomanage these components. This
Section discusses the main components of a Fabric network and the tools required to create and maintain a
Fabric network. These components often interact with one another and provide the technical infrastructure
that comprises this technology.
4.2.1 Hyperledger Fabric Components
An Hyperledger Fabric (HLF) network is defined as the technical infrastructure that provides ledger and smart
contract services toapplications. Smart contractsareused togenerate transactionsand interactwith the ledger.
The network is comprised of several components, which are described in the following paragraph.
The ledger is a central component of a HLF network. The ledger is composed by a world state and a Blockchain
as seen on Figure 4.1. The world state is a database that holds the current values of ledger states. States are,
by default, expressed as key-value pairs. The world state is useful because it makes it easy for a smart contract
to get the current value of these states, instead of having to traverse the entire transaction log. The Blockchain
holds the transaction logs that record the history of changes that have resulted in the current world state.
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Finally, transactions are collected and recorded in an immutable sequence of blocks, in which each block con-
tains a set of ordered transactions by the orderer service.
Figure 4.1: Fabric’s Ledger Overview (Source: HLF Fabric Documentation)
Another component is the set of peers participating in the network. A peer is a node that hosts a copy of the
multiple ledgers and smart contracts. There is one logical ledger in a Hyperledger Fabric network, even tough,
in reality the networkmaintainsmultiple copies of a ledger that are synchronized through consensus. HLF opts
to allow multiple ledgers in a network to achieve different goals of a greater purpose. This allows the creation
of channels of information between trusted parties, for example, a channel of secure and private information
between the clinical staff of an hospital and a patient as discussed on Chapter 2, in which every channel has a
ledger.
Through a peer connection, applications execute chaincode that queries or updates a ledger. Peers have at
least one of the three different roles assigned to them, as seen on Section 3.4. Applications always connect
to peers when they need to access ledgers and smart contracts. Every peer in the network is assigned a digital
certificate by an administrator from its owning organization. Themapping of a peer’s identity in an organization
is provided through the membership service provider.
Peers, applications, end users (clients), administrators, channels and organizations must have an identity pro-
videdby theMembership ServiceProvider (seeSection 3.4) in order tobeable to interactwith thenetwork. Each
of these actors has a digital identity encapsulated in an X.509 digital certificate standard whichmust be unique
to every entity. These determine the exact permissions these have over resources and access to information
in the network. The MSP issues these certificates through the built-in Certificate Authority (CA) component, the
Fabric CA. The Fabric CA is a private root CA provider that consists in a CA server and a CA client. The MSP also
supports Certificate Revocation Lists as seen in Figure 4.2.
4.2.2 Administrating a HLF Networks
As discussed, a HLF networkmust have an administrator. HLF provides the cryptogen, configtxgen, configtxlator
and peer tools that are used to configure the network to suit different needs and use cases.
The cryptogen tool generates cryptographic data consuming the file crypto-config.yaml.
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Figure 4.2: Fabric’s Membership Service Provider Components Overview (Source: HLF Fabric Documen-
tation)
The configtxgen tool generates the genesis block for the orderer services (see Section 3.4) and the initial transac-
tions. This tool consumes the file configtx.yaml that defines configuration parameters for channels, the genesis
block and the orderer service.
The configtxlator tool is also used to generate channel configurations. Finally the peer tool is used to manage
the participating peers in the HLF network.
These tools are used to create andmaintain the topology of the network and are invokedwhen a change to the
network ismade, for example, when permissions to certain records are changed or a new user is enrolled in the
network and are very much intertwined with the Fabric Certificate Authority (CA) discussed in subsection .
4.3 Building the System
After considering the project goals of investigating the suitability of a Blockchain based system to manage pa-
tients identity data in Healthcare, the third step was to build a prototype of a system that would provide a
simulation of the production network, albeit on a smaller scale. The insights gained from developing a simple
working system would enable benefits and risks of the approach to be identified, and opportunities for further
research to be laid out.
Inorder tobuilda solution, the researchdonebeforehandwas taken intoaccountandallowedaglobaloverview
of how architecturally a system could be built with the components available. After some consideration some
approaches were reached, which are hereby presented in the following sections.
4.3.1 Conceptualization and Design
After an analysis of the defined requirements and the platform chosen, it was determined that the information
that defines the patient’s identity is a key requirement to build a system that recognizes patients across the
Healthcare environment, as discussed in Chapter 2. An asset could be created through chaincode that repre-
sents the concept of the patient’s identity in this network. This asset is stored in a Fabric network as a key-value
pair. The key for this kind of asset could be a string. This string could be composed by the string ’Patient_’,
followed by a patient identification number assigned when the data is entered into the Blockchain. Since opti-
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mization is not a key concern tobuild a simpleprototype in the context of theworkdescribed in this dissertation,
the patient’s identification number was defined to simply be the order of the data entry starting at number one.
This ensures that the key is unique and it is easily computable. In short, it was decided that the key is formed
by the string ’Patient_’ followed by thementioned patient identification number. This key is used to query and
access the patients data.
To aid in interoperability with other systems, the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) standard
by the Health Level 7 organization was used as the basis for the fields in the structure, used to represent the
patient’s identity in the Healthcare domain. Each field of the patient’s identity structure, defined in a smart
contract, would be linked to a field of the patient structure as presented in the FHIR standard [Org18].
Themost simplecaseof an interaction inanHealthcare service is the interactionbetweenapatientandadoctor.
In HLF, this situation translates to two organizations and two peers. Each peer belongs to an organization, one
organization represents the patients while the other represents the hospital where the doctor works.
To establish a communication between the two participating peers, a channel is created between the peers,
ensuring information exchanged between the two is private and does not exist on the rest of the network. If a
third organization with another peer representing another health clinic joined the network, then another chan-
nel could be created between the patient’s organization and this new organization. If the patient inserts his
data in the channel then the clinic would be able to view it anytime they wished.
Starting in version 1.1 of Fabric the MSP allows Attribute Based Access Control meaning the access to the data
can depend on the value of certain attributes of the certificate. Also it is possible to encrypt data and insert
it into the channel and then require a key to decrypt the data. In this case the patient could give a key to the
doctor to be able to access only his data. In the current version of Fabric, version 1.2, private data collections
were introduced [Gut18], meaning that some data can bemarked as private on a channel while other data can
be public.
4.3.2 Implementation
Applications for Hyperledger Fabric can be developed in any language as long as there is a Software Develop-
ment Kit (SDK) supporting the chosen language. At the time of writing this document, the Node.js SDK and the
Java SDK are available with additional language support being worked on [Gut18].
To create an interactive system that can manage the patients identity in an Healthcare environment, an ap-
plication was built using Node.js that the user interacts with. Node.js is a JavaScript runtime built on Google
Chrome’sV8JavaScript engine. Node.js hasanevent-drivenarchitecture focusedonasynchronous input/output
which optimizes the throughput and scalability of web applications with many input/output operations. In
short, Node.js allows JavaScript to be run in the Node.js environment allowing for the creation of a command
line interface tool, for example.
In regards to developing smart contracts or chaincode, Go was the first programming language to get support
and since then additional languages were added to the list of officially supported languages. At the time of
writing this document, the Go language SDK and Node.js SDK are available and the Java SDK was also recently
released.
After some research, the Node.js SDK for developing chaincode had similar features in comparison with the Go
SDK, in regards toAPI and features. However, documentationwasmore sparse andharder to find for theNode.js
SDK.
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On theother handJavaScriptwasmoreapproachable in contrast toGo, inorder to implement the systemdue to
the author’s familiarity with the Node.js environment. Another important consideration is that, the application
and the smart contract could both be built in this language which was considered an advantage as it simplifies
dependency management.
Ultimately, this application interfaces with chaincode through the Hyperledger Node.js Fabric Software Devel-
opment Kit. The chaincode was developed using the Hyperledger Fabric Shim for Node.js.
To avoid the need formultiplemachines being created in order to form the network, a Docker Compose file was
used that defines, and orchestrates the main components of the network through the Docker Engine. Docker
is a platform that allows containerization 1. The Docker Engine is an open source containerization technology
offering a workflow for building and containerizing applications. A Docker Compose file specifies the topology
of the service stack and allows orchestration of the services therein defined. With this inmind, each component
of the network consists in one or more containers, with one container defined to be used as a command line
interface to interact with the network using the peer tool, if needed for administrative purposes. Docker was
used as the containerization technology because it is officially supported by Hyperledger and is currently the
most popular containerization tool as of 2018 [Hec18, Dia18].
To build the desired network configuration for the prototype, the configuration file for the cryptogen tool was
modified to allow the network to have two organizations, each of them with a peer associated. The configura-
tion file for the configtxgen toolwasalsoedited toallowachannel of informationbetween the twoorganizations
to be created. Each peer would serve as the anchor peer 2 in each of the organizations.
An application was also built that allows for user enrolment to create a new identity in the network. The appli-
cation is run by a user and uses the available SDK to call upon the operations that the smart contract makes
available. When a newuser of the application enters the network, a function in the smart contract initializes the
creation of the patient’s data and writes the patient’s Healthcare information to the ledger as a new asset, and
alsomanages the ledger state through transactions as well as the world state. The overview of the architecture
for this system is represented on Figure 4.3. Due to the security mechanisms these transactions are signed and
endorsed by the administrator of the network and verified by the CA servers.
The assets loaded contain the necessary fields to identify a patient in an Healthcare context, such as its name
and birth date, for example, as well as some other information necessary to manage this data as discussed
previously.
These operations form an Application Programming Interface (API) as seen in Figure 4.4 that returns a payload
in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format with information from the network. This API allows a query to
be made to the network that returns the patients information, changing incorrect or outdated information, for
example. It also allows an administrator to disable the identity structure of someone who is not participating
in the network actively in a given moment, in order for that information to be read-only from that point on,
with more operations available. This system architecture leads to a modular as well as extensible approach,
regarding theavailability of newoperations that becomeavailable as soonasnewversionsof the smart contract
are deployed.
1Containerization, refers to an operating system feature in which the kernel allows the existence of multiple isolated user-
space instances without launching an entire virtual machine for each application. These instances, called containers, share the
host operating system and hold only the application related binaries and libraries, thus being more lightweight and faster than
virtual machines.
2Used to initiate communication between peers from different organizations. The anchor peer serves as the entry point for
another organization’s peer on the same channel to communicate with each of the peers in the anchor peer’s organization.
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Figure 4.3: An Overview of the System Architecture (Source: HLF Fabric Documentation)
Figure 4.4: Smart Contract Operations Example (Original: HLF Fabric Documentation)
The network was brought up using the technologies mentioned in the previous Section and an administrator
was enrolled into the network. This step is required because every action must be verified through a chain of
trust and the administrator is the root CA in the network.
The next step was registering the patient and the doctor. Both the patient and the doctor invoked the register
function of the application and were asked for a password. After successful register they were presented their
assignedpatient number in the format described previously.The password required by the register functionwas
also stored in the certification store, as well as the patient number assigned to them. At this point they became
activeparticipants in thenetwork. In this case, the assets that represent their identitywerenot created, because
they had been exceptionally created before hand by the administrator to simplify the process. The normal flow
would be the creation of both assets on registration.
4.3.3 Data Confidentiality in Fabric
During the implementation of the system it became clear that additional measures to secure data was needed.
Even though Fabric is focused towards privacy and confidentiality, data inserted in a channel between a patient
andadoctor, for example, wouldbe stored inplain text bydefault. Thismeans that inside the channel any entity
would be able to access all data and see its contents if the required key to query a specific piece of data was
obtained. To make information confidential some form of obfuscation or encryption could be used.
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Fabric also features Attribute Based Access Control meaning that the chaincode logic could be altered to check
if some attribute was present on the doctor’s certificate that indicated that he had access to certain patients
information. This could work for application users if there was no other way to access a network, however if
users used a tool like Hyperledger Explorer they could see the data since the data is stored as plain text, as
discussed in the previous paragraph.
After considering the different possibilities and making some tests it was considered necessary to use data en-
cryption, as discussed in Section 5.1. The flow of the operations is designed to be simple. When the patient’s
data is registeredhe receives a notification to keepnote of a data keywhich is used to encrypt data using a tradi-
tional SHA-256 encryption algorithm [Wik18c]. Thedatawas encryptedusing symmetric key encryption [Cen18]
with the generated key being stored on the X.509 certificate [Wik18d] of the respective client securely. If a pa-
tient wanted to share his information with someone he would give the other entity his data key and that would
allow him to decrypt the encrypted patient’s data. To complete this system the key would need to be set to
expire after a set amount of time and refresh itself, as discussed in Section 6.2. The key could always be acces-
sible to the patient by accessing the data store where Fabric security mechanisms would ensure the certificate
attributes are only accessible to the rightful owner.
With this system in place, the last requirement was fulfilled, and the system is now considered to be complete
regarding the goals of this dissertation.

5
Experiments and System Evaluation
This Chapter presents the experiments using the solution created formanaging patients identity data
in a Healthcare context. Then the solution is evaluated against a security model and goals set by this
dissertation are evaluated.
To properly evaluate this solution a number of experiments were conducted, as follows. First some data would
be present on the channel when the user interacts that represents his identity in a certain clinic. The patient
would query the Blockchain for his data and receive his data if everything worked accordingly. The second
experimentwasmaking thepatient share his datawith thedoctor in the channel. The last experiment consisted
in thepatient trying toquerydataof another patient thatwas insertedat the genesis of thenetwork and seeing if
thedatawas encryptedorwas easily readable. Theoutcomesof these experiments can shape thedevelopment
of the solution as it could take these results into consideration and highlight possible problems.
5.1 Testing the Built Solution
With the network in place and the peers set up and registered the experiments proposed have now their re-
quirements fulfilled.
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Thepatient used the functionprovidedby the application toquery thenetwork for his information. He searched
forhispatientnumberandwasshownhis informationsuccessfully. This shows that the informationwas recorded
with success when the chaincode was deployed. The simple way to query personal information with an as-
signedpatient number also proved successful and shows that this systemcanbeused to store patient’s identity
data and retrieve it.
Then the patient had to share his information with the doctor. To proceed, it was necessary to assume that
the patient had given his patient number to the doctor so that he could use the application built to query for
that patient number. The doctor queried the network for the patient’s information and was able to access it
successfully. This proves that this platform allows, to very easily share information between a patient and a
doctor using a smart contract in a simple way.
Finally the patient tried to access another patient’s data. It was necessary to assume that he was given the
patient number by the respective patient. When he queried the network for that patient’s data it became clear
what already had arose suspicions in previous experiments. He was actually able to access that data without
a problem. This would be okay if the number was willingly given to him. However if the number was obtained
unwillingly it could prove a problem. This meant that the solution currently, did not meet the requirement
of the information being confidential that was defined previously, even tough it is transparent and has high
availability since the information was spread through multiple peers and could be on multiple channels. It
became clear that some additional data security measures was needed. After implementing data encryption
(see Section 4.3.3), data was effectively encrypted and could not be seen, fulfilling the original goal.
5.2 Evaluation of the Built Solution
It was determined that to evaluate the effectiveness of this system in regards to security, a standard for these
types of solution was needed.
After careful consideration, the international standard for information security known as the Confidentiality,
Integrity, and Availability (CIA) triad model was used and the solution was evaluated against this standard, in
order to draw further conclusions and evaluate how secure the built system is, in regards to data security, which
is a critical concern in this particular field.
The three pillars that form this standard are the preservation of confidentiality, information availability and
ensuring information integrity. The evaluation of the system against this model is presented over the following
Section.
5.2.1 Confidentiality
Confidentiality of the information stored in the network was considered a key requirement when the require-
ments were presented. The Hyperledger Fabric was a prime candidate for building the solution upon due to its
focus on privacy and a more enterprise approach to Blockchain development. While Hyperledger Fabric offers
many features such as channels that truly do segregate information in a way that many equivalent platforms
cannot do at the moment it is also true that by default data will be stored in plain text.
To solve this problem it was necessary to implement data encryption on top of the network using chaincode.
Thisway, even if someonewasable toaccess theunderlyingdatabaseor if someoneuseda tool likeHyperledger
Explorer to explore the network, all it would see is encrypted data that would require a key to decrypt and
become human readable. With these considerations in mind, it can be said that the built system provides a
confidential data storage.
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5.2.2 Integrity
One of the key aspects of a Blockchain system is the immutability of data. This means that once information
is written, it cannot be changed or erased. The transaction logs assure that the specific version of that asset
is recorded permanently in the network. In order to comply with privacy regulations some data can become
only visible as an hash but it still remains there. Therefore the integrity of data on this Blockchain platform and
solution is also preserved.
5.2.3 Availability
Even though Fabric is a permissioned Distributed Ledger Platform and as such it is administrated by an admin-
istrator it is also distributed and therefore avoids having a single point of attack. By default, it is more available
than a simple informational system that is centralized. In this aspect it can be said that, the more the network
scales, the more robust it becomes and therefore more availability it provides as information redundancy also
increases.
5.2.4 Review of the System Goals
Using Hyperledger Fabric a system was built that successfully can create, manage and disable patients data.
Informationcanbeshared ina securemannerand interoperability easesorganization intoadopting this system.
This system provides benefits to the medical staff as well as the patients due to transparency in how data is
handled and secured.
However the costs of deploying this system in a production ready environment would be higher compared
to a more traditional approach. Since this system is built upon a Permissioned Platform, machines to host
the central services need to be acquired and an administrator of the platform is necessary for the necessary
maintenance. As the network grows it would become more resilient and additional servers could be used to
expand the core availability of Blockchain components.
There is also the question of scalability. Even though a Permissioned Blockchain is always faster in relation to
a Permissionless variant it still is far from matching the scalability and performance of the Electronic Payment
Management System created by SIBS 1 for banking transactions, for example. If this system was intended for
global use, then additional approaches would need to be taken regarding this matter.
With this said, the pace of development has been relatively fastwith new releases on aquarterly basis that focus
on the issues of scalability and privacy, two important features pertaining to the system this Thesis proposed.
1The Sociedade Interbancária de Serviços is a company that manages all the debit card payment system in Portugal and
that operates with all banks. The company is responsible for the Multibanco network. The network is comprised by the store
payment machines and the automated banking machines that offer money withdrawal and payment services, for example. As
of December 2014, the network had an average of more than 75 million operations every month.

6
Conclusions and Future Work
ThisChapterpresents some remarksabout theconclusionsobservedduring thecourseof theworkde-
scribed in this dissertation. Some possible future work is also presented based on the findings shown
on this document.
In thecontextof thisdissertationasystemwasbuilt that is capableofmanagingpatients identityusingBlockchain
technology. As this is a relatively new technology, there was the need to create simple system in order to reach
some conclusions. The prototype system built leverages this technology in the Healthcare field. The platform
chosen was the Hyperledger Fabric Distributed Ledger Platform.
While some difficulties were encountered developing a system in this technology, ultimately, a system using
Hyperledger Fabric was successfully designed and built and some conclusions were taken into account. The
platform was evaluated against the Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability triad, the international standard
for information security.
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6.1 Conclusions
Hyperledger Fabric was one of the first projects that were built under the Hyperledger umbrella, and it is a
general purpose Distributed Ledger Platform.
Using Hyperledger Fabric a systemwas built that leverages the features of this platform tomanage the identity
of patients in a Healthcare environment. This systemwas designed and implemented successfully. The system
was evaluated against the CIA triad model and was able to meet the desired requirements.
It was shown that it is possible to create a system for the purpose mentioned with this technology and that it
provides several advantages in relation to more traditional systems such as data transparency to the patient,
immutability of data and decentralization.
Thepatient benefits from transparencybecausehewill be able to seehis data anytimehewishes todo so, creat-
ing a greater degree of trust with the Healthcare organizations than what is possible nowadays. Immutability is
important tomaintain this trust because data ends up being altered in any way, then the record of that tamper-
ing would be forever recorded and could be traced back to themalicious actor due to this platform supporting
auditability with the Membership Service Provider that issues client’s identity certificates through the built-in
CA service. Decentralization provides additional resiliency as it avoids having a single point of failure that could
be targeted.
This work described in this dissertation proves that this technology hasmany applications in this field, and that
it can be used more often as the platform becomes more mature and complete.
This research is especially important because security must be a key focus of the Healthcare industry for the
next few years, as expertise will increase in the digital space providingmore opportunities for malicious parties
to use potential flaws in the information systems deployed in the Healthcare organizations.
In the Healthcare field, patients datamust be treatedwith the utmost care because health information is a sen-
sitive and personalmatter for each patient. The privacy rights of the patientsmust be respected and, as Health-
care becomes a more digital industry, technology will need to provide additional means to help the medical
professionals ensure this.
6.2 Future Work
There aremany approaches that can be taken in futurework. Blockchain technology is certainly interesting and
other platforms can be explored to evaluate their suitability in Healthcare. As this platform matures and new
features are added future work could be built upon the new features added or new Hyperledger projects such
as Hyperledger Indy.
Hyperledger Indy was a platform that was not available when this dissertation was initially discussed. The plat-
form is an interesting choice because of its focus on identity. Some research on this platform could bemade to
map potential similarities to Fabric in ways that could show their common points and differences. It could be
shown, for example, which platform would be more suited for this task or the different use cases they excel in
could be noted.
The prototype project could be expandedwith a graphical interface, instead of the current command line inter-
face, leading to amore intuitive usage of this system and additional platforms to be targeted naturally. Further
optimization efforts could be made regarding channels, encryption methods, data segregation and scalability.
To improve security, the key generated when an entity registers in the network should refresh periodically, to
avoid potential identity theft.
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Fabric roles could be explored to distinguish between a doctor and a nurse in the same Healthcare organiza-
tion. Access to information could be regulated using the Role Based Access Control added to Fabric. Hyper-
ledger Burrow could be used to improve compatibility between Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric and target
two platforms with similar smart contract code. Finally this concept could be expanded further and Blockchain
could serve as a secure access key store that enables secure transmission of access keys to external protected
servers that store a big amount of data that would not be suited for the Blockchain .
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